
👍New Value Preview Tooltip – how did we live without it?

Hello Miriam

From Excel’s new features to Power Query training opportunities, there’s a lot to be excited about in this issue. Let me know what you
found most valuable to your work.  

[This newsletter issue and its previous ones are also available at solveandexcel.ca/excel_news/ ]

WHAT I'VE BEEN UP TO :

When I develop queries in Power Query, I find it annoying that the default loading destination is to a Table in a new Excel worksheet. I
prefer the default loading destination to be “Connection only.” If that’s your case too, check my new blog post How to Set Connection Only
as Power Query’s Default Loading Destination in Excel. The video below shows how to quickly fix it when we loaded a bunch of queries
into tables and we wanted them to be connection only. 

Hack to change Loading destination from table to connection only 
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Have you tried the new dynamic array function TOCOL? 

LIVE ONLINE TRAINING “Getting up and running with Power Query” 

This month of June you have a great opportunity to learn all the fundamentals you need to start using Power Query once and for all and
start making a tremendously positive impact in your company. There are still spots available for the class that will run on June 12, 13, 15
and 16, from 1:00 PM to 4:15 PM EDT.  

Details and registration here: https://solveandexcel.ca/corporatetraining/ 

GUEST PRESENTER

Excel Expert Live Challenge | Celia Alves & The Cupcake Challenge

I had a great time taking Oz Du Soliel’s challenge. Oz’s challenges are to show the thought process and how the presenter goes about
solving the problem. Often, we learn as much from our missteps as from our successes. 

My challenge was to find how many cupcakes of each flavour were sold. The twist - some of the cupcakes were to be randomly chosen. 

You can see how I organize the information and calculations on the spreadsheet and how I explored different randomization options and
used Dynamic Array functions to write fewer formulas. MATCH nested in CHOOSECOLS inside SUM is one of the formulas in my
solution.   

How would you approach this problem? 

The Financial Planning and Analytics Today Podcast -The FP&A Today is a weekly podcast that explores the world of Financial Planning
and Analysis. It features interviews with FP&A leaders, CFOs, and other finance professionals to provide fresh insights and actionable
advice on topics such as career goals, challenges, and Excel tips. I participated as a guest to discuss with my MVP colleagues Mark
Proctor and George Mount how one can improve their Excel skills. The episode was recorded live on LinkedIn, and the audio was
published afterwards.  

EXCEL IMPROVEMENTS AND NEW FEATURES  

Check your Formula with Value Preview Tooltip [Excel for Windows] [Excel for Mac]  Now available for the current channel subscribers
of Microsoft 365. This feature replaces having to press F9 to evaluate portions of an Excel formula and makes our lives so much easier.
Select a formula argument (or multiple) to see what it evaluates as. This and other tricks to check formulas are shown in this video by
David Benaim.

Enable Proper Date Support for PBI PivotTables [Excel for the Web]  [Excel for Windows] 

This allows accurate time-based filtering and sorting of data within the PivotTables. 

Implicit Measures Support for PBI PivotTables [Excel for the Web] [Excel for Windows]   

You can now create implicit measures in Excel Pivot Tables when using data from Power BI. Check David Benaim’s video Export from
Power BI to Excel 12 ways - NEW in 2023 to learn more about how you can take reuse your work between Power BI and Excel.  

 Narrator Enhancements [Excel for Windows]  (Insiders Preview) 

Narrator now provides a more succinct and efficient reading experience while working in Microsoft Excel. 

Move more efficiently through the ribbon using your keyboard  [Excel for Windows]  (Insiders Preview)  
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If you use your keyboard a lot to navigate through the ribbon, you will want to check the new navigation way. 

Immersive Reader [Excel for the Web] 

You can customize your reading experience to be most comfortable to you, resulting in increased reading speed, increased
comprehension, and fewer errors while reading. 

Add Option to Share Table Context Menu [Excel for the Web]   

It is now easier to create a link to a table to share with others. 

New enhanced search experience in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint for Mac [Excel for Mac]  (Insiders Preview) 

Search your document’s content, commands, help articles, or web results from a single place.

This experience is already available on Windows' Current Channel and Excel for the Web.  

EXCEL EVENTS

MS Excel Toronto 

NEXT

June 7 - Creating awesome data visualizations in Excel  |  Jordan Goldmeier 

In this presentation, Jordan will show you how to make awesome Excel visualizations that you never thought possible in Excel. He will
show how to push Excel beyond its limits while also delivering critical insight to stakeholders. 

PAST

May 26 - How to make ready to use Excel templates | Danuta Pezda

 Danuta shared the list of things that Someka developers take into consideration  when building Excel templates that need to work in as
many different Excel versions as possible. Not an easy task!  

Someka also offered the MS Excel Toronto Meetup group members a free template that helps learning Excel formulas and a discount to
use in any template purchases with them. 
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CONTENT YOU DON'T WANT TO MISS

Microsoft Power Platform celebrates 1,000 certified connectors 

Free Open-Source Add-In adds From Table, From Folder, From XML to Mac Power Query

RECOMMENDED BOOKS

Power BI for the Excel Data Analyst e-Book by Wyn Hopkins.

Microsoft 365 Excel: The Only App That Matters by Mike Girvin.

Advanced Excel Formulas: Unleashing Brilliance with Excel Formulas Alan Murray 

Guerrilla Data Analysis 3rd Edition by Oz du Soliel and Bill Jelen.

See Books

Note: I earn a sales commission on some of the products mentioned in this newsletter. It helps support the free content on this newsletter, my social
media accounts, and my website.

RECOMMENDED APPS

I have been using Monkey Tools for a while, and I cannot express how helpful it is to speed up and improve my work with Power Query,
DAX and data models. Today, I would like to highlight “Export model data to CSV” as one of my favourite tools. I strongly encourage you to
give it a try. Even the free version offers tremendous value. 

This is all for now! More Excel tips on my YouTube Channel and Blog. 

I hope you found this information useful. If you can think of anyone who could benefit from this newsletter, please take a moment to
forward this email to that person. You never know when a piece of information can impact someone's life! 

 Please stay safe. I'll come back soon with more content! 

Cheers

Celia Alves
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